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Notice of Understanding and Intent 
And Claim of Right 

 

https://docdro.id/Q8vmKlq 
 

I AM: Victoria-Ann: Nevens., proven beyond reasonable doubt a flesh and blood Woman, 
breathing living Soul, serving One alone as written Deut. 4:35, 39; 5:7; 6:4 Mark 12:32-33, do 
hereby make Oath and state the following is My/The Truth and My/The Law: 

Whereas it is my understanding Canada is a *common law jurisdiction, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding equality before the *law is paramount and mandatory, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding a statute is defined as a legislated rule of society which has 
been given the force of law, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding a society is defined as a number of humans (monsters) joined 
by sick mutual consent to deliberate, determine and act for a common goal, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding the only form of government recognized as lawful in Canada 
is a representative one, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding representation requires mutual consent, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding that in the absence of mutual consent neither representation 
nor governance can exist, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding those who have a SIN (Social Insurance Number) are in fact 
employees of the federal government and thus are bound by the statutes created by humans 
in fact monsters who are acting as the federal government, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding that it is lawful to abandon one's SIN, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding humans in fact monsters and the peculiar people in Canada 
have a right to revoke or deny consent to be represented and thus governed, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding if anyone does revoke or deny consent they exist free of 
persons acting as criminal organization government control and statutory restraints, and, 

Whereas a free Woman proven as one of the peculiar people on the land has lawfully revoked 
consent and does exist free of statutory restrictions, obligations, and limitations, and, 

Whereas I: Victoria-Ann: Nevens. am a free Woman on the land, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding that acting peacefully within *common law peculiar people 
community standards does not breach the public peace, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding that any action for which one can apply for and receive a 
license https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxTJKlzdmck&list=LL&index=9 must itself 
be a fundamentally lawful action, and, 
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Whereas as a free Woman on the land who operates with full responsibility, not a child and 
of unsound mind and a ward of the court, I do not see the need to ask permission to engage 
in lawful peaceful activities, especially from persons who claim limited liability, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding corporations are legal fictions and require contracts in order 
to claim authority or control over other parties, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding legal fictions lack a soul and cannot exert any control over 
those who are proven to be peculiar people and operate with respect to that knowledge as 
only a fool of unsound mind would allow soulless fictions to dictate ones actions, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding that I have a right to use and occupy (the “land”) Parcel 
Identifier: 002-872-391- LOT 2, SECTION 82, VICTORIA DISTRICT, PLAN 25077 In Trust 
***real estate without having to pay for the use or enjoyment of it pursuant to the law, 
paragraph 3 and 4(a) of the PMA/FENST INSTRUMENT proving in fact Allodial Title, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding that a summons issued by humans in fact monsters is merely 
an invitation to attend and the ones issued by the British Columbia Securities Commission 
create no obligation or dishonour if ignored, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding humans in fact monsters acting as peace officers have a 
duty to distinguish between statutes and law and those who attempt to enforce statutes 
against a free Woman on the land are in fact breaking the law, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding that I have the power to refuse intercourse or interaction with 
persons acting as peace officers who have not observed me breach the peace, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding that the act of registering the arrival of biological real property, 
a security, creates a legal entity called a person which is surety for the corporate government 
debt, and this artificial person has a name deceptively similar to that of the new arrival and 
biological real property, a security of and for the Creator(s), and,  

Whereas it is my understanding the artificial person and the living Man/Woman to which it is 
associated are two very separate and different things so humans in fact monsters playing 
legal fiction roles in government only have the right to act upon the person, and, 

Whereas it is my understanding that if I do not exist in association with a person I cannot be 
lawfully governed by the humans playing legal fiction roles for the government, and, 

Whereas I AM NOT ACTING IN THE ROLE OF AN ARTIFICIAL PERSON, and, 

Therefore be it now known to any and all interested, concerned or affected principle(s) and 
agent(s) that I: Victoria-Ann: Nevens. am a free Woman on the land and do hereby serve 
notice and state clearly specifically and unequivocally my intent pursuant to Deuteronomy 
4:2; 12:32 Matthew 7:13-14 to peacefully and lawfully exist free of all statutory obligations, 
restrictions and that I maintain all rights of the *common law to trade, exchange or barter. 

Furthermore, I claim these actions are not outside my *righteous community's standards and 
will in fact support said *community in our desire for truth and maximum freedom. 
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Furthermore, I claim the right to engage in these actions; seizure of property stolen without 
consent, my biological real **property and: Arthur-Jason: Nevens., a living flesh and blood 
Man and In Trust ***real estate (the “land”) Parcel Identifier: 002-872-391- LOT 2, 
SECTION 82, VICTORIA DISTRICT, PLAN 25077 be set to right forthwith to be held by I AM: 
Victoria-Ann: Nevens. indefinitely under a sure Creator and Allodial Title claim of right. 

Furthermore, I claim that anyone who interferes with my *lawful activities after having been 
served notice of this claim and who fails to properly acknowledge or make lawful counterclaim 
is breaking the law, cannot claim good faith or colour of right and that such 
transgressions/trespasses will be dealt with in a properly convened *court de jure. 

Furthermore, I claim that humans in fact monsters acting as the courts in British Columbia 
are de-facto and are in fact in the profitable business of conducting, witnessing and facilitating 
the transactions of security interests and I further claim these persons/humans in fact 
monsters require the consent of both parties prior to providing any such services. 

Furthermore, I claim all transactions of security interests require the consent of both parties 
and I do hereby deny consent to any transaction of a security interest issuing under any Act 
for as herein stated as a free Woman on the land I am not subject to any Act. 

Furthermore, I claim *lawful FEE SCHEDULE for any transgressions/trespasses by peace 
officers, government principal(s), agent(s) or justice system participants is ONE THOUSAND 
DOLLARS PER HOUR or portion thereof if being tortured, questioned, interrogated or in any 
way detained, harassed or otherwise regulated and TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS PER HOUR 
or portion thereof if I am handcuffed, transported, incarcerated or subjected to any 
adjudication process without my express written and autographed consent. 

Furthermore, I claim the right to file and execute in any public service court Registry claims 
to Register a Foreign Verdict and Writs of Possession to secure payment of the 
aforementioned FEE SCHEDULE against any transgressors/trespassers who by their actions 
or omissions harm me or my interests, directly or by proxy in any way. 

Furthermore, I claim the right to convene a proper *common law court de jure in order to 
address any criminal actions of persons acting as peace officers, government principals, 
agents or justice system participants who having been served notice of this claim fail to 
dispute or discuss and make lawful counterclaim and then interfere by act or omission with 
the lawful exercise of properly claimed and established rights and freedoms. 

Furthermore, I claim the law of agent and principal applies and that service upon one is 
service upon both, any and all artificial and natural persons. 

Furthermore, I claim the right to deal with any counterclaims or disputes publicly and in an 
open forum employing *the Way, the Truth and the Life as well as to capture on video tape 
or record said discussion in the execution of Justice for whatever lawful purpose as I see fit. 

Affected parties/persons wishing to dispute the claims made herein or make their own 
counterclaims will respond appropriately within FOURTEEN (14) days of email/social media 
service of notice of this action. Responses must be under Oath or attestation, upon full 
commercial liability, penalty of perjury and registered with British Columbia Securities 
Commission herein provided no later than fourteen days from the date of original service as 
attested to by way of recorded proof or *common law verification or certificate of service. 
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Failure to register a dispute against the claims made herein and then successfully defeating 
these claims in *King’s Throne Common Law High Court the proper court of law, will result in 
an automatic default verdict securing forevermore all rights herein claimed and establishing 
permanent and irrevocable estoppel by acquiescence barring the bringing of charges under 
any bylaw, code, rule, regulation, statute, covenant, convention or Act against My Self, a free 
righteous Woman on the land. 
 
 
Location of Claim of Right: Victoria, British Columbia, Canada 
 
 
Dated: __________________________________ 
 
 
Claimant Autograph: _________________________________ 
                                  Without Prejudice~All Rights Reserved   
 
I AM: Victoria-Ann: Nevens., a flesh and blood Woman as written John 5:32, 37; 8:14 testify 
about My Self and prove by two witnesses Matt. 18:16 John 8:17 one autograph is lawfully 
binding https://terralawcorp.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/CPM_BC-AB_Jan2015_9.pdf 
on all notified, served and involved parties. 

*King’s Throne Common Law High Court https://docdro.id/chrfObE  

**https://docdro.id/wfOLdFX   

***https://youtu.be/_7XS3TDYZkg ~~~ https://docdro.id/s99UAba  

***https://docdro.id/fwUWHRb PROOF-BEYOND-REASONABLE-DOUBT-SECURITY-
INTEREST-REAL-ESTATE (the “land”) Parcel Identifier: 002-872-391- LOT 2, SECTION 
82, VICTORIA DISTRICT, PLAN 25077 IS-OWNED-BY-A-PMA-AND-FENSI-THE-GWJD-

TRUST-CREATED-JANUARY-27-2016-STOLEN-BY-FRAUD-NOW-TAKEN-OVER-
FORTHWITH-IN-FULL-CLAIM-OF-RIGHT-BY-DESIGNATED-IRREVOCABLE-POWER-

OF-ATTORNEY,-ALLODIAL-TITLE-HOLDER,-KING’S-COUNSEL-SPECIAL-
PROSECUTOR and APPOINTED-AUTHORIZED-AGENT-FOR-THE-KING’S-THRONE-

COMMON-LAW-HIGH-COURT-LIVING-WOMAN-I-AM: Victoria-Ann: Nevens. 
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